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Dear reader,
Apologies for the tardy Trash but the dog ate my homework and
then I couldn’t find my quill.
I set my auto pilot and put in Lamai Valley which delivered me
straight to the Hash site to join the 47 other smiling kiddy winks all
cooking in the scorching heat.
Hare Goes round Again was there to make sure all vehicles were
parked proper and with 2 minutes remaining til kick off Crive
called the Circle and pretty soon we were all waddling off on our
way to who tour half way round the island, or so it felt like.

Several checks later we hit a dilemma with
the paper clearly leading into a field but just
as quickly disappearing, a few of the pack
hung around the check waiting for the number 27 to come along while the more enterprising ones struck out in various directions
and eventually found the right way.
DFL was absent so his place was taken by
Winkle and Big Yin who charged home in joint
last place, so once these stragglers had wet
their whistles, our gallant leader invited the
host to listen to the opinions of the tribe and
for a change
the Hare received his pass mark with his butt on the bucket
due to him posing vainly for pics and holding up proceedings, just for good measure the pic taker Tubby Twinky got
her biffy chilled as well. In fact the twin buckets were well
used as no less than half a dozen sets of cheeks got cooled
for a variety of heinous offences .
Froggy looked good in his 300 Hash shirt as did Wallace and
Gromit in their 400 ones, big round of applause to them.

Jesus made a return to the fold after an absence of a few
years and was one of the lucky ice sitters for no shirt.
Strollin’ Bones’ boy Chance bade us adieu as he heads back
to the Big Smoke.
Crive announced the postponement of the KPG event until
some time in November, details will follow once the Mismanagement Muppets sober up and decide what to do.
Next week Tangerine Man has another of his specials for us
somewhere near the jail !!!!!!Clang mind your fingers.
ON ON
TRASHER.

